
what’s happens when 
innovate processes?

After Athens, an internal reflection of Caritas Italiana: how to 
manage transformation processes at different levels



Caritas italiana challenges

Accompanying at the same time: micro 
and macro, national  and international 

change, Church and civil society related, 
ELBA and non-ELBA  

Using the same method: listening to 
contexts needs to find  experimental 

solutions in a  bottom up process. 

_______________________________________ 

 Important issues:  

to define CI Approach in Developing  
Social Economy ecosystem 



Supporting Social Economy 
Ecosystems  

GET STRONGER THE CONTEXTS :  

bringing together different resources, different 
territories to generate new resources from the 

vulnerability people and welfare architectures.  

Creating territorial entrepreneurship attitude

To increase the reputation of Caritas as 
Economic Actor and not only Emergency Actor .  

 



Elba 1
Cultivating social economy humus 

helping the Balkan Caritas to be relevant in the Region.  

Learning by doing 

Creating network 

Step by step approach: no big strategies 



Internal questions
How does Caritas accompany its Social Economy projects? 

How does CI supporting them? 

How does CI monitoring them?  

NATIONAL + SOUTH EUROPE PROCESSES 

Promene

Options

Societies

Elba



We need to go to the field to 
listen

to catch the differences between the experiences that are supported by 

different funds; 

the critical elements of the supported projects; 

to have confidence with the positive things;  

before making any other decisions

after that we can share elements with Elba 2 Team to decide together the 

adeguate monitoring and common accompaniment.



how are they? 
-  listening the local experiences supported by our 
different projects in Social Economy;

- with local referent of each Project;

- collecting simple qualitative and quantitative 
information to have a complete picture of the situation;  

- to understand the crucial questions for Balkan 
ecosystem and enterprises supported by CI;  

-  making an internal reflection (CI) - until february; 

-  discussing together in the next Elba meeting - in 
spring;   

 



To make a step forward in accompanying the grow of 
Balkan Social Economy system. 

Starting to the concrete needs of the 
context. 



“the reality is superior to ideas” 
(Pope Francis)  

faithfulness to the real things



Serbia: first testing
In october 

Viktor, Marina,  Tiziana listened: 

- Subotica: bicycle service 

- Novi Sad: Montessori School 

- Novi Sad: Eho, tailorshop 

- Sabac ecosystem  

- Valjevo: printshops



SUBOTICA



- 6 months of activities: growing profit used for emergency of poor family; 

- location well choosen: on cycle lane, 25 mq;  

- high competence of the technician; 

- new enterprise;  

- partnership and commercial agreement with bicycle factories. 

SUBOTICA
CRUCIAL ELEMENTS: 

only strengths points at the moment 



Novi Sad, Montessori School



- the beautiful equipment 

- the beautiful location 

-beautiful idea; 

CRUCIAL ELEMENTS: 
strengths points 

weakness points 

- critical investments for structure;  

- no dedicated management;  

- no dedicated enterprise, it’s Caritas directly. 

Novi Sad, Montessori School



Novi Sad, Tailorshop



Novi Sad, Tailorshop
CRUCIAL ELEMENTS: 

strengths points 

weakness points 

- the weakness of the market;  

- 6 months experience; 

- only Promene funds;  

- good combined team: mental deseas people, creative people, social worker;  

- good ideas;  

- good skills;  

- network



Valjevo, Printshop



Valjevo, Printshop and laundry, 
social agriculture

CRUCIAL ELEMENTS: 

strengths points 

weakness points 
- the enterprise is Caritas 

- entrepreneur is Caritas director;  

- The need to sustain Caritas (no other funds)

- 5 years experience; 

- strong strategy, strong management, strong skilled team;  

- revenue used to sustain Caritas expenses and to have money for poor people 

- balanced equilibrium between municipality economic support and commercial activities (small profit margin but enough for Caritas 
sustainability (20.000 revenue);  



Sabac ecosystem



Sabac ecosystem
CRUCIAL ELEMENTS: 

strengths points 

- high level investments;  

- entrepreneur: Director of Caritas;  

- enterprise: is Caritas, directly. 

- middle management: has to be built; 

- 7/8 year experience;  

- 1000 beneficiaries,  

- ibrid economy: Social Services supported by municipality and commercial service (laundries, and agriculture) to 
involved directly  people in need 

- 200.000 euro from public social services supplies 

- entrepreneur: highly skilled, great vision; 

weakness points


